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Abstract. The prevailing industrial digitalisation flagship initiative, Industrie
4.0, gathers a substantial part of its functionality from the human in the system.
This will drive a need for focus on both human and social dimensions of
technology. The paper explores the roles of the Social Operator 4.0 in smart and
social factory environments, where humans, machines and software systems
will cooperate (socialise) in real-time to support manufacturing and services
operations. A Social Factory Architecture based on adaptive, collaborative and
intelligent multi-agent system is proposed for enabling such cooperation.
Further, production scenarios are proposed, to show how social operators, social
machines, and social software systems will communicate and cooperate
via enterprise social networking services to accomplish production goals in
the Social Internet of Things, Services and People.
Keywords: Industry 4.0, Operator 4.0, Social Internet of Things, Services and
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Introduction

Industry 4.0 will allow new forms of interaction between humans, machines and
software systems. Such phenomenon are known as the industrial Internet of Things,
Services and People (IoTSP), where interconnecting things, services and people
via the Internet will improve data analysis, optimise operations, boost productivity
and flexibility, enhance reliability, save energy and costs, and generate innovative
e-services for smart factory environments [1].
Smart devices and smart wearables, such as data goggles or tablets, will
increasingly make it possible for humans to interact with so-called “social machines”,
and powerful social (assistance) software systems (e.g. artificial intelligence, virtual
assistants, and chatbots) will guide operators in increasingly complex cyber-physical
systems (CPSs), including smart machines and supply chains, as temporarily equal
partners at the shop-floor [2].

Moreover, with the emergence of the Social Internet of Industrial Things (SIoIT),
manifested as smart machines with social properties (context awareness and
cooperative initiates), namely “social assets”, such will share their status information
(e.g. location, condition, and availability) and cooperate via enterprise social
networks to achieve a common goal, an optimal smart factory production system [3].
This paper explores the role of the Social Operator 4.0 in the context of smart
and social factory environments, where humans, machines and software systems will
cooperate (socialise) in real-time to support manufacturing and services operations.
Furthermore, a high-level Social Factory Architecture based on an ‘adaptive,
collaborative and intelligent multi-agent system’ will be introduced in this paper as
a proposal to enable such cooperation, as well as, some production scenarios
envisioning how social operators, social machines and social software systems will
communicate and cooperate with each other via enterprise social networking services
to accomplish production goals in the Social Internet of Things, Services and People.
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The Social Operator 4.0 and its Social Companions

An Operator 4.0 is defined as “a smart and skilled operator who performs not only
‘cooperative work’ with robots, but also ‘work aided’ by machines as and if needed,
by means of human cyber-physical systems, advanced human-machine interaction
technologies and adaptive automation towards ‘human-automation symbiosis work
systems’ ” [4]. Moreover, a Social Operator 4.0 is a type of Operator 4.0 [4] that uses
smart wearable solutions together with advanced human-machine interaction (HMI)
technologies to cooperate with other ‘social operators’, ‘social machines’ and ‘social
software systems’ in order to communicate and exchange information for mutual
benefit and align/alter activities as well as share resources so that more efficient
results can be achieved at the smart and social factory of Industry 4.0.
With the emergence of smarter factory environments and the Social Operator 4.0,
smart wearable solutions [5], HMI technologies [6], and adaptive automation strategies
[7] will play a significant role when combining different interaction mechanisms and
sharing and trading control strategies between social operators, social machines and
social software systems towards a ‘social factory’ [8].
A Social Factory is a live enterprise social network with powerful middleware and
analytics backend to improve the connection between social operators, social machines
and social software systems working together in a smart production environment,
and the data created within the networking process [8] towards a sustainable ‘learning
factory’ [9] [10].
According to [8], a social factory should be able to (a) provide the right information
and the right time and place (anywhere and anytime) to the right person, machine and/
or software, (b) support humans under any working conditions, (c) engage humans
to contribute to new knowledge creation, (d) treat humans, machines and software as
equal partners, and (e) learn from all this socialization of knowledge by explicitising it.
In this context, the faithful social companions of the Social Operator 4.0 will be
other social operators, social machines and social software systems. The Social
Operator will be able to interact with these other social entities, communicate and
exchange information, align or alter activities, share resources, and work together on
joint tasks.
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Social Factory Architecture: Components & Technologies

The Next Generation Balanced Automated Production Systems [11] [12] consist of
‘hardware’ (e.g. machine tools and robots), ‘software’ (e.g. enterprise information
systems) and ‘humanware’ (e.g. blue-collar and white-collar workers) components
coexisting with mechanical and human autonomy as well as with human-machine
collaboration capabilities where autonomy and synergies between human, machines
and systems create a social sustainable and competitive factory. The next subsections
will detail selected areas of relevance.
3.1

Hardware: Smart Wearable Solutions and the Internet of Things (IoT)

Several smart wearable solutions, part of the IoTSP paradigm, have been designed for
a variety of purposes as well as for wear on a variety of parts of the body, such as
head, eyes, wrist, waist, hands, fingers, legs, or embedded into different elements of
attire [5] in order to tech-augment operators physical, sensorial and cognitive
capabilities [12].
Similarly, a diversity of ‘things’ has been embedded with electronics, software,
sensors, actuators and network connectivity in order to augment their capabilities.
Such is the case of smart machines, now capable of operating autonomously
(intelligence), avoid and correct processing errors (security), learn and anticipate
future events (management), and interact with other machines and systems
(connectivity) [13].
3.2

Software: Actively Adaptive Agents for Human-Automation Symbiosis

The essence of Agent Technology (AT) is to mediate interaction between human
beings and technological artefacts. Hence, AT has been considered an important
approach for developing socially sustainable factories, where human agents can
cooperate (socialise) with other human agents and artificial (machine) agents as
hybrid agents and emerging agents to keep their agenthood [12], and therefore
optimally leverage human skills and automation capabilities at the shop-floor in order
to provide human inclusiveness and harness the strengths of human beings and
machines to achieve new levels of efficiency and productivity that neither can achieve
alone [14] and that not compromise production objectives [12].
Agents’ Agenthood is defined by Wooldridge & Ciancarini [15], “as a system with
the following properties: autonomy, reactivity, pro-activeness and social ability”.
According to Yamasaki [16] in Xu et al. [17], an Active Interface is “a type of
human-machine (agent) interface that does not only wait for users’ explicit input but
also tries to get information from users’ implicit input, and external environment.
Based on the gathered information, it acts spontaneously and keeps the system in
advantageous conditions for its users”, with users being human agents or artificial
(machine) agents in this case. Furthermore, an (active) Interface Agent “can learn by
continuously ‘looking over the shoulder’ of the user as he/she/it performs actions
against other artefacts, and provide the users with ‘adaptive aiding’ as well as of
alternating the activities instead of human” [18]. In this sense, a human or machine in
the physical world will coexist with its associate human or artificial (machine) agent
(a.k.a. digital ‘agent’ twin) in a cyber-physical environment, so that as an intelligent

agent can evolve by itself as a human or machine user’s proficient level improves
[18]. For humans, such learning/ evolution could be tracked by means of Advanced
Trained Classifiers (ATC) [19] [20], while for machines the use of different Machine
Learning Techniques (MLT) [21] might be considered.
The use of intelligent and actively adaptive collaborative multi-agent system to
coordinate the support of manufacturing and services operations at the shop-floor is
proposed to achieve human-automation symbiosis [11] [12] at the social factory and
its smart production environment. In such a set-up, active interfaces within the social
IoTSP of the factory, as interface agents, will allow to gather information from
the social operators, social machines and social software systems agenthood status
and send a request for cooperation (i.e. to create a hybrid or emergent agent) to other
human or artificial (machine) agents in order to keep their agenthood, and therefore
production running.
In this sense, the social factory should be considered as a ‘collaborative
environment of intelligent multi-agents’ [22], where (real) humans and machines
‘twin agents’ use interface agents to facilitate communication between them and the
cyber and physical worlds, and other agents such as broker agents support tasks
allocation and control sharing & trading [23] in the cyber-physical production
environment. Fig. 1 presents a high-level Social Factory Architecture based on
an Adaptive, Collaborative and Intelligent Multi-Agent System (ACI-MAS).

Fig. 1. High-level Social Factory Architecture based on an ACI-MAS
Such intelligent MAS architecture will aim to (a) facilitate communication
between the social operators, social machines and social software systems, (b) assist
them to distribute tasks (based on their competences) and share & trade control in
collaborative tasks, (c) maintain as much as possible human inclusiveness without
compromising production objectives, and (d) record and track humans and machines
evolution as their proficient levels improve through learning and practice.
The following agents will operate in the social factory fulfilling different roles:
 Human agents - represent the humans and their capabilities in the system
and are a duo consisting of human + interface agent, which allows a human
to interface with the rest of the system.

 Artificial (machine) agents - represent the machines and their capabilities in
the system and are a duo consisting of machine + interface agent, which
allows a machine to interface with the rest of a system.
 (active) Interface agents - represent a set of interaction rules and conditions
for supporting humans and machines interfacing with the rest of a system;
their ‘active’ feature allows the interface agent to constantly learn and
evolve its rules by being trained by observation, imitation, feedback and/
or programming in order to be able to personalise the assistance to its
user (viz. human or artificial (machine) agent) [24] and such assistance
be provided in an adaptive and dynamic manner, and only when required,
to help the human or machine in difficulty to main his/her/its ‘agenthood’
at the tasks at hand by different automation or mechanisation invocation
strategies [11] [12] (e.g. critical-event, measurement-based and/or modellingbased strategies [23]).
 Broker agents - represent the (adaptive) levels of automation [25] [26]
(viz. adaptive automation) available in the system and the rules for sharing
and trading control in human-machine cooperation in order to efficiently
allocate labour (cognitive and physical) and distribute tasks between
the automated part and the humans at the workstations of an adaptive
production system [11] [12] [27].
3.3

Humanware: The Human Factor in Adaptive Automation Systems

Humanware is defined as “a function of ‘leadership’, ‘followership’ and the reciprocal
interaction between the two, where leadership is a leader’s willingness to fulfil both
task accomplishment and group maintenance and followership is followers’ voluntary
desire to follow their leader and to achieve their tasks” [28].
In the social factory, the Social Operator 4.0 will be empowered with technology
(e.g. smart wereables and other devices) and thus encourage collaboration with
other social operators, social machines and social software systems. At the same time,
the Social Operator 4.0 will be monitored with the help of ATCs [19] [20] and
other detecting and preventing error approaches like “digital poka-yokes” [4] [29]
for ‘poor humanware’ (i.e. wilful transgression, risk-taking, peer acceptance of poor
humanware [28]) in order to avoid human error (i.e. perception, judgment, action
errors) and provide a virtual safety net.
In this context, the main goal of adaptive automation, based on active interface
agents and brokerage agents, is to prevent errors and to reduce out-of-the-loop
performance of the humanware by preserving an adequate level of situation awareness
and mental workload [30], while providing a crucial perception of empowerment
materialised into an appropriate level of freedom [31] for the social operator [4] [12].
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Enterprise Social Networking Services & Production Scenarios

Enterprise Social Networking Services (E-SNS) focus on “the use of mobile and
social collaborative and interface methods to connect the smart (social) operators at
the shop-floor with the smart (social) factory resources, including other social
operators, social machines and social software system. Such connections include

‘social relations’ among the workforce (cf. social network services) and between
social operators and smart (social) things and services (cf. Social IoTSP [1])
to interact, share and create information for decision-making support and/or alignment
or altering of activities and their related resources to achieve a compatible or common
goal” [Extended from 4].
In this case, the social operator is considered the main focus and the following
scenarios are always centred on the Social Operator 4.0. While there are many other
scenarios (e.g. Social Machine to Social Machine) possible and worthwhile to be
analysed, this is not the focus of this research work.
4.1

Social Operator Networking Scenarios

One of the possible collaboration scenarios is a Social Operator interacting with
other social operators. In such, a Social Operator to (one or many) Social Operator
scenario, the use of adapted social network services like a B2B Facebook or Twitter
that are capable to facilitate, e.g., one-to-many communication, incorporate location
based services and real-time sharing of media (viz. audio, picture, video) or allow
for facilitating a dynamic community based capability matrix. Such E-SNS, supported
by an intelligent and actively adaptive collaborative MAS, can enable opportunities
and real-time multimedia communication (viz. images, holograms, video, audio and
text) capabilities between social operators using smart wearables (viz. MS-HoloLens)
that can empower the workforce to communicate and contribute with their expertise
to different problem-solving scenarios at the shop-floor by bringing together the right
people with the right information and the right time to address a situation without
certain limitations (e.g. different location of expert and to be solved problem).
4.2

Social Machine Networking Scenarios

Enhancing the ‘senses’ of the Social Operator 4.0 through, e.g. smart wearable tech,
enables her/him/it to engage in social interaction and communication with social
machines within the E-SNS. SIoIT can connect, through ‘interactive machine
learning’, smart (social) operators with smart (social) things (cf. intelligent assets)
in social networks for sharing information and exchanging messages about their
location, condition, operation status and availability for improving (for example) at
machine level the asset reliability (e.g. intelligent maintenance) and at production
line level the material flows and resources productivity (e.g. spotting bottle-necks)
towards social problems-solving and optimisation of the production system.
4.3

Social Software Systems Networking Scenarios

Similarly to the Social Operator 4.0 interacting with social machines (cf. intelligent
assets), being ‘always-on’ and connected enables the social operator to naturally
engage in communication with social software systems. This can be envisioned as a
‘virtual assistant’ with an Artificial Intelligence (AI) backend, like IBM Watson, where
the social operator can either actively ask questions that the system will answer based
on available information/data or, passively, the social software system might monitor
the environment and behaviour and provide pro-active information and/or decision
making support through voice, video or holographic communication channels.

5

Conclusions

This paper is suggesting a Social Operator 4.0 concept in the context of smart and
social factory environments. Furthermore, a high-level Social Factory Architecture
based on an adaptive, collaborative and intelligent multi-agent system was introduced
taking advantage of a ‘multi-agent approach’ for interconnecting and interoperating
multiple agents across an enterprise social network to provide solutions by means of
temporary collaborations (viz. hybrid and emerging agents) in situations where
expertise and capabilities are spatially distributed. Finally, some production scenarios
envisioning how the Social Operator 4.0 will communicate and interact with other
social operators, social machines and social software systems have been presented.
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